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Caveats

•
•

I am a terrestrial neutrino experimentalist

•

I specialize in beam and reactor neutrino experiments and analysis:
sterile neutrinos and other BSM searches, reactor antineutrino production

•

I work with LArTPCs (low-noise electronics reading out ionization charge) and
neutron-sensitive doped scintillator detectors (vacuum PMT readout)

I am not a CMB physicist or a cosmologist

•

My level of qualification: I did get an ‘A’ on my
Sakharov conditions project in
Terrestrial neutrino source: HFIR reactor at ORNL
grad school Stat Mech in 2008…

•

I have little familiarity with microwave
photon detection technologies.
I have never touched a SQUID.
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My Job

•

The CMB-S4 Science+Plan Doc does a great job of laying out
what CMB-S4 can teach us about neutrinos and light relics

•

•

This includes some description of terrestrial neutrino experiments and what
physics can be expected from them in timescales relevant to CMB-S4

Goal of our session: overview terrestrial neutrino physics goals
and possible CMB-S4 relevance from our perspective

•

My goal is to summarize that session and any other relevant issues
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Neutrino Mass: Mν = ∑mν

•
•

My novice understanding: mass of neutrino / neutrino-like stuff
suppresses growth of small-scale (late-time) structure, which
can be observed by looking at the CMB.
Why does neutrino mass
matter for a neutrino physicist?

•

•

•

Little mass

No mass

It means neutrinos oscillate

•
•
•

Matter-antimatter asymmetry / leptonic CPV?
Mass hierarchy? (which SM neutrino
is the heaviest? 3rd gen, like quarks?)

https://physics.aps.org/articles/v3/57

Sterile neutrino oscillations?

Knowing the masses might tell us more about how that mass is generated

• Dirac versus Majorana neutrinos?
• Nearly-degenerate masses indicate a symmetry (a broken symmetry)?
• Is one of the masses exactly zero? Why/how/wha…?
Listed above are MANY of the most-pressing questions that
terrestrial neutrino physicists are trying to answer today.
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Neutrino Species: Neff

•

My novice understanding: more species = more stuff that froze
out in early universe, and is still hanging out in space today.

•

•

Why does # of light relic species matter for neutrino physicists?

•
•
•

•

New light relic species can contribute fractionally to Neff, depending on their
properties; SM neutrino species, if they behave normally, contribute ~1 each.

More species means maybe other neutrino types are out there

•

eV sterile neutrinos? Heavy neutral leptons? Related to mass generation (last slide)?

Could indicate BSM interactions of our SM neutrinos
Could indicate some other kind of light relic exists

• Axions, dark photons, light WIMPs, you name it
• Yes, neutrino physicists also like looking for dark matter!
A lot of these topics are also of intense interest in today’s
terrestrial neutrino experiments.
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Presentation Tactic

•

I will go through relevant plots/tables from the CMB-S4
Science section, and tell the ‘neutrino side of the story.’

CMB-S4 Science Doc 6

Absolute Neutrino Mass

•
•

Can probe the total neutrino masses with the CMB

•

Some degeneracy with other parameters (optical depth)

How well can terrestrial neutrino physicists do on this?

CMB-S4 Science Doc 7

Where We’re At

•
•

Measure distortion at beta endpoint from neutrino mass
Tackling this with tritium at KATRIN:

•
•

Massive electron spectrometer current imits at ~800 meV as of 2020.
Goal of 300 meV reached in a few years; backgrounds are the limiter.

KATRIN 2020 Neutrino Talk
KATRIN Collab, Phys. Rev. Lett. 123, 221802 (2020) 8

Where We’re Going

•

Two real paths forward

•

•

Continue to reduce tritium uncertainties by using atomic tritium with
cyclotron-frequency measurement technology: Project 8

•

Idea would be to run Phase IV (to reach 40 meV) in the latter part of the 2020s;
lots of scale-up and technology demonstrations leading up to that.

•

Project 8 current limit: ~25 eV (Phase II)

Switch to a different isotope: holmium

•
•
•

Theory to be done to get good prediction
Teach R&D too: many (millions!) of bolometers
Get to <1.5 eV by ~mid-2020s; assess future
capabilities from there

E. Novitski (@ this workshop) 9

Neutrinoless Double Beta Decay

•
•

If neutrinos are Majorana particles, they will 0nubb

•

Majorana = very elegant ways of generating light neutrino masses

Of any topic, this one really draws we to this CMB-S4 table

•

‘If CMB can constrain absolute scale summed neutrino mass, we will learn
new fundamental physics from 0nubb whether or no we a signal’

CMB-S4 Science Doc 10

Where We’re At

•

Clearly capable to go below inverted hierarchy phase space

•

Current experiments aren’t quite to this interesting phase space yet.

ish…

M. Dolinski (@ this workshop) 11

Where We’re Going

•

Clearly capable to go below inverted hierarchy phase space

•

Clearly, future 0nubb experiments can and will get us to that interesting
regime in the 2020-2030s timeframe.

•

Note: osc experiments (JUNO) likely provide fastest external MH constraint

M. Dolinski (@ this workshop) 12

SM Oscillation Measurements

•
•
•

Neutrino masses determine how SM neutrinos oscillate
Besides direct mass experiments, CMB measurements, we can
also look for the hierarchy in oscillation experiments
How well can terrestrial experiments do here?
What’s the complementarity?

CMB-S4 Science Doc
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Where We’re At

•

Matter effects in the Earth make long-baseline oscillation
experiments sensitive to the hierarchy

•
•

•

Neutrinos and antineutrinos would have a different matter potential
Simple check: look for electron flavor neutrinos in a muon-flavored beam,
and subtract result between neutrino - antineutrino beam modes

Picture is quite
complicated at present

•
•

T2K favors normal hierarchy

•

Clearly massive degeneracy
with other oscillation
parameters…

From J. Coelho, Neutrino2020 Slack Channel

If you add NOvA data, that
preference disappears
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Where We’re Going

•
•

JUNO: For reactor νe, there is no osc parameter degeneracy.

•

Should start running in 2021-2022 and measure hierarchy by late-mid-2020s

DUNE: More-intense, differently-tuned long-baseline muonflavor beam neutrino experiment
DUNE, arxiv:2002.03005

•

Blow hierarchy out of the
water despite the
pseudo-degeneracy
of the various osc
parameters.

2002.03005

•

Start in 2026;
blue curve is 7 years,
so 2033

•

Obviously, independent knowledge
of mass hierarchy will improve
DUNE’s sensitivity to other
SM oscillation parameters
(like leptonic CPV!!!)
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Hidden Sector BSM in Neutrino Exps

•

Forget neutrinos: did other light relics (that we haven’t directly
detected) de-couple early in the history of the universe?

•
•

Heavy ones, in particular, have a reduced impact on CMB Neff
CMB-S4 plots emphasize the power of ‘meson decay’ measurements…
what is that???

CMB-S4 Science Doc
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Hidden Sector BSM in Neutrino Exps

•
•

Neutrino beams are produced by meson decay in flight!

•
•

So use neutrino detectors in those beam lines to look for heavy BSM!
Also, detectors are huge: see heavy BSM produced in the sun, elsewhere?

I *think* these are some of the same types of ‘light relics’ that
can cause increases in Neff?
Adjusted from ArgoNeuT PRL 124 (2020)

~example:
beam-produced
millicharged particles

to sun
example:
boosted
dark matter
from the sun
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Where We’re At
We have new, published searches for heavy BSM in beam
experiments: masses from 10s to 1000s of MeV

•
•

Heavy neutral leptons from many beam experiments
Milli-charged particle searches in LArTPCs

Heavy neutrino search: T2K PRD 100 (2019)
Millicharged particle search: ArgoNeuT PRL 124 (2020)

coupling

coupling

•

light relic mass
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Where We’re Going

coupling

•

We have new, published searches for heavy BSM in beam
experiments: masses from 10s to 1000s of MeV

•
•

Heavy neutral leptons from many beam experiments
Milli-charged particle searches in LArTPCs

This is a VERY hot topic in neutrinos: we have an entire
Snowmass topical group dedicated to the future of this.
Heavy neutrino search: T2K PRD 100 (2019)
Millicharged particle search: ArgoNeuT PRL 124 (2020)

coupling

•

light relic mass
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eV Sterile Neutrinos

•

If we add eV-scale sterile neutrinos to the CMB picture, it
increases Mν for ‘standard’ sterile scenarios (I think…?)

•

•

Well, even so, terrestrial experiments have anomalous results that can be
explained by such a particle.

What will these terrestrial sterile searches aim at in the
coming years?

CMB-S4 Science Doc
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Where We’re At

•

Coming at sterile osc from many channels (e, nu, app, dis)
Appearance channels provide non-zero hints (LSND, miniBooNE)
Disappearance channels provide extremely strong constraint
Perhaps something more
complex than vanilla 3+1
sterile neutrinos can help
get around this tension?

•
•

3+2 doesn’t help…
What else…?

If not, only remaining space
is at high mass scales

•

Daya Bay and MINOS+ PRL 125 (2020)

Is it possible to make this
somehow compatible with
Mnu constraints from CMB…?

mass

•
•
•
•

coupling
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Where We’re Going

•
•

Goal: ‘Over-constrain the space’

•

Over-constraint means ability to set limits on more exotic BSM physics
(sterile sector CPV or neutrino non-standard interaction, as a few examples)

Goal: if not osc, ID the REAL cause of terrestrial anomalies
Better appearance/disappearance limits

•
•

Broadly-aimed: 0.1-10+

eV2

KATRIN sterile limits take over above that

Beam appearance improvements

Reactor sector improvements
Δm241 [eV2]

•

10

90% CL
PROSPECT Projected Sensitivity
2 Years HFIR + 2 Years PWR
4 Years HFIR + 2 Years PWR
JUNO-TAO Sensitivity
DANSS Sensitivity
NEOS-II Sensitivity
STEREO Projected Sensitivity
DYB Current Exclusion
KATRIN Projected Sensitivity (95% CL)

Beam disappearance improvements
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Conclusions

•
•

There’s a large degree of overlap between CMB-probe-able
and terrestrial-probe-able neutrino properties
From the terrestrial side, we just looked at five terrestrial
neutrino+ measurements that provide CMB-interesting info:

•
•
•
•
•

•

Direct neutrino mass (end 2020s: tech in hand for mb < 0.04)
Neutrinoless ββ decay (end 2020s: below inverted hierarchy band)
Standard Model neutrino oscillation (end 2020s: mass hierarchy known)
Light relic probes at neutrino beams (‘just getting started’; diverse future limits)
Short-baseline sterile neutrino oscillation experiments
(constant improvement from now through mid-end-2020s)

We can expect CMB-relevant progress on all of these fronts
on the timescale of realizing CMB-S4: late 2020’s - 2030
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Done
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JUNO

•
•

Hierarchy choice determines exact frequency of fast
oscillations at long distances (50km) from a nuclear reactor
Start in 2022; 6 years data (2028) gives >3sigma MH; >4sigma
in 6 years with parameter input from other experiments

JUNO Neutrino 2020 Talk 25

Dumb Terrestrial Exp Q

•

Q from a dumb terrestrial neutrino guy:
What if CMB-S4 measures Mnu < 60 meV?

•

This is a sentiment I often get from pessimistic neutrino experimentalists
(‘we won’t see the mass, we won’t see 0nubb, we won’t see WIMPs, and
maybe we won’t see neutrino mass in CMB either #SAD’)

CMB-S4 Science Doc 26

